Jack Shalom Discusses *To the Lighthouse*, the Latest Radio Play from Arts Express

Last winter, Jack Shalom came across a Virginia Woolf novel that went out of copyright. A spark flew inside him as he remembered reading the story in college. Luckily, for Pacifica Network that spark grew into a radio adaptation. By August, Jack had written, rehearsed, recorded, and edited the play.

The 2-Minute Tour has Arrived

Want to give a local tour of your station via the interwebs and have fun while doing it? You are invited to give a 2-Minute Tour so everyone can see how great you are!

There are more details to come, but we are happy to share our inaugural tour featuring the home office of Pacifica Network! [Check it out here](#).

Please contact Operations Coordinator Stephanie Schubert.
with a troupe of fellow actors. In August, he spoke with Pacifica Network Coordinator Stephanie Schubert about the play and the process.

Read interview with Jack Shalom

Round-Table Available

Asking Great Questions

Barry Vogel is a more or less retired social justice attorney since 1970, living in Mendocino County, California. Barry has been the host and producer of the popular show Radio Curious since 1991. His program is a single guest 29 minute interview program, limited to topics about which Barry is interested. Most all of the interviews are lodged with the Library of Congress. Barry share's his ideas and experiences on putting the show together and ways to create a safe environment for his guests.

Now available for viewing!

The Senate Confirms Anna Gomez to the FCC

With a vote of 55-43, the senate has confirmed Anna Gomez to the Federal Communications Commission (09.07.23). Gomez is a telecom attorney and has held several positions in the FCC and the private sector. She will be the first Latina to serve on the commission in more than 20 years.

The confirmation comes after a year and a half of Republican opposition to the previous nominee, Gigi Sohn.

Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer(D-N.Y.) spoke on the confirmation before the vote took place, saying, “Ms. Gomez's confirmation will fill the fifth and final spot on the FCC, so they can do the crucial work of expanding access to high-speed internet, administering programs for affordable internet access, and protecting consumers from junk fees, and much more.”
New in AudioPort

Mothering Earth

29 MINUTES

"The mission of Mothering Earth is to bring you stories of people taking action for a sustainable world. Mothering Earth is built on the belief that one person can have a powerful impact in confronting important issues that affect the environment."

Produced and hosted by Dr. Salwa Khan

New in AudioPort

Box of Visions

HOUR

"Box of Visions is a one-hour program of new, unusual, and imaginative music. Host Mark Duggan mixes contemporary releases and retro tracks to create a soundtrack that's cinematic, stylish, and sexy! Hear selections from the worlds of dream pop, art rock, downtempo, world, psychedelic, soul, and more."

Produced by 30-year public and community radio veteran Mark Duggan.

New in AudioPort

Cardwell's Cove

HOUR

"Hey, you hip & cool jetset cats! Join the Space-Age Luau at CARDWELLS COVE. This show is an audio tour through time and around the world where palm trees sway! It is an upbeat, eclectic, global program, breaking the old tiki music mold!"

Produced by Adrian Cardwell at WXOX in Louisville, KY.